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Report Eve center for cases of abuse and killings,
beatings on the Turkish border
Despite the tragic situation of this long war, which has
happened to the people in Syria increased to even worse crimes
that the Turkish Syrian border lies the beating and murder,
rape and blackmail situation and we as a center of Eve to
document the crimes of violence against women during the war
in Syria have documented cases by hospitals that have received
dozens of cases including Avreen and Qanbar Blan hospital,
there are women who have been raped and exploited by the
Turkish army and smugglers infront of the eyes of their
.children
There blackmail by the Turkish soldier and smuggler, who
arrived to the point where the cost of smuggling a person
(600000) SP which approximately (1000) $ dollars and Afrin
safe area tends to thousands of displaced people, but because
of the blockade imposed on us from all sides can not displaced
transit to seamlessly and can not crossing the Turkish border
to being killed, beaten, physical, material and extortion. We
call on all international organizations to stand up to this
dire humanitarian situation and decide on a solution eases the
killings and abuse. These are some situations in which we were
able to be accessed and documented and thank you for

.....................listening
The death of each of the young man (Adnan
,)Hamza
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, Sons hand confusion Brive Afrin,Aged 35 years
,And the girl child (hopefully Sheikh), aged 9 years
Also injured in the same location the citizen (Khalil
,antiseptic), aged 60 years
.He was taken to hospital (Avreen) for treatment

Nuri Ibrahim Othman ..23 years of Afrin
:Injury
,Head and the left eye area
,Chest from behind the weapon butts
.With excruciating marks on the back from behind
...........

Abu Hamza from the village Zaarh, aged about 30 years
Severe beatings and :Infection
torture by electricity
And blow gun butts, barbed cables
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,The fracture in his spine
,The break in the chest and a concussion in the skull

Addition to the possibility of loss of vision as a result
of severe beatings to the face and eyes, according to
.what reported by doctors

:These are some pictures of the
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violations

